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Solid performer
CANADA METAL (PACIFIC)’S PLANS TO NEARLY DOUBLE ITS REVENUES OVER THE NEXT THREE
YEARS MIGHT SOUND AMBITIOUS, BUT IF RECENT HISTORY IS ANY INDICATION, THAT TARGET
MIGHT PROVE CONSERVATIVE
WORDS: CRAIG RITCHIE

Facts & stats: Canada Metal (Pacific)
 History: In 1987 majority owners purchased the
Canada Metal Company from Cominco. In 1991 the
company acquired 50% of the business in Pacific
Diecasting, and two years later the remaining
50%. The Vancouver operation was incorporated
as a separate legal entity under Canada Metal
(Pacific) Limited.
 Production: Martyr anodes, Rocna anchors,
Titan marine chain and shackles, Octopus
autopilots and Intellisteer control systems.
 Facilities: A foundry in British Columbia, and a
60,000ft2 ISO 9001:2008-certified plant in China
that produces anodes for the aftermarket and
OEM businesses and employs around 140 people.
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ohn Mitchell is in high spirits. The affable
president of Canada Metal (Pacific) Ltd has just
concluded a long day of meetings with one of
the company’s European subsidiaries, yet he’s as fresh
and energetic as if he just rolled out of bed. “I love
the marine industry,” he says, with genuine affection.
“The opportunities really are endless.”
Mitchell has many reasons to feel optimistic these
days. His company effectively owns the sacrificial
anode business, in both the OEM and aftermarket
sectors, while a new division focused on anchoring
products is rapidly growing both market share and
profits. While some companies in the recreational
boating industry continue struggling to make ends
meet, Canada Metal (Pacific), or CMP, has set a goal
of nearly doubling its revenues by 2018. “We’re a
C$30m company right now, and our target is to grow
revenues to C$50m in the next three years,” says
Mitchell. “We believe that’s a realistic target that can
be achieved through our existing business lines and
some new products that will be introduced in the
near future.”
PATH FOR GROWTH
Based in the Vancouver suburb of Delta, British
Columbia, Canada Metal (Pacific) was established
in the early 1900s as a foundry serving the plumbing
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and forestry industries. The ability to work with a
variety of non-ferrous materials allowed the firm
to expand its product mix over time, and it found a
lucrative new market in casting zinc and aluminium
anodes for the commercial marine industry. With the
development of new alloys and casting techniques,
CMP subsequently expanded its operations to include
manufacturing anodes for recreational boating
applications, originally as an OEM then adding an
aftermarket division, selling the product under its
Martyr branding.
A major turning point for CMP came 10 years ago
when the company established a second foundry
operation just north of Shanghai in Ningbo, China.
Complementing its existing foundry in Delta, the ISO
9001:2008-certified Ningbo plant originally focused
on producing anodes for the aftermarket. The whollyowned, 60,000ft2 facility now produces anodes for
both CMP’s aftermarket and OEM businesses, and
employs about 140 people.
“We recognised that the industry as a whole was
moving production offshore and we were facing
pressure to reduce our costs,” says Mitchell. “We
initially looked at Mexico, but found Ningbo better
suited our needs, not only from a cost perspective but
from a skills perspective, since that area is known for
its foundries and machining operations.”
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While the Ningbo operation was created
to provide CMP with additional, low-cost
manufacturing capacity, it inadvertently served as a
stepping stone for the company to grow its presence
in the lucrative South East Asian yacht market.
Jason Mitchell, CMP’s international/Canadian sales
manager and nephew to president John Mitchell,
is in the midst of moving to Brisbane in order to
assume new responsibilities for all of the company’s
sales and marketing operations in Australia, New
Zealand and Asia. As CMP’s newly-appointed
vice president of sales, Asia, he will also oversee
operations at the Ningbo plant as it transitions
toward producing a broader range of products.
“South East Asia, Australia and New Zealand
represents a tremendous growth opportunity for
us,” he says. “With our facility in Ningbo and soon a
permanent sales office in Brisbane, we’re in a strong
position to grow our market presence for all of our
product lines in one of the most important boating
regions in the world.”

BETWEEN ROCNA AND A HARD PLACE
Fate happened to smile upon CMP that November.
While promoting the new Titan chains at METS,
the booth located directly across the aisle turned
out to be that of Fortress anchors. A strong believer
in vertical integration, Mitchell saw the company’s
next move. “We started talking and I learned that the
owner of the company had recently passed away,”
says Mitchell. “I called them up and the former
owner’s son, who had inherited the company, said he
had no intention to sell it because he was having

BUILDING ON DIVERSIFICATION
In spite of enjoying a significant share of the
global anode market, CMP embarked on a path
of diversification years ago, which is paying
dividends today. The acquisition of Comprehensive
Manufacturing Technologies added Octopus
autopilots and Intellisteer control systems to
CMP’s portfolio, while the subsequent acquisition
of Seaguard Italy brought a greater presence in
Europe. Leveraging its expertise in metallurgy, CMP
identified an opportunity to enter the chain market,
which it did in 2010 with the launch of its Titan line
of marine chain and shackles.
“Our core competencies were changing, from
producing anodes to becoming a global supplier,”
says John Mitchell. “We had an operation in
Vancouver, an operation in China, and customers
worldwide. When you have the ability to machine
and cast an anode, you have the ability to create
other products as well. Two of our sister companies
are in the chain business, and that seemed a logical
progression given that we had a lot of support to
gain entry into that market.”
With the marine chain market at the time
dominated by US-based Acco Peerless, Mitchell
decided to focus on the high end, creating marine
chain designed specifically for boating. Branded
Titan, the chain business marked the first major
product extension for CMP. Its signature Titan
Cromox marine chain is “very high quality, almost
like jewelry,” says Mitchell. “We impressed our
logo right into the links. Nobody does this, but we
did, and it makes the product stand out. There’s a
strong message in that, which says this is a premium
product and we stand behind it.”
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November at METS. “I believe the market for the
Vulcan product is easily five times the size of the
market for Rocna,” says Mitchell. “Where the Rocna
was designed specifically for use on sailboats, the
Vulcan is designed for use on powerboats. It’s a
much larger market, and we anticipate Vulcan will
become a pillar for our future growth. The feedback
we received at METS was overwhelming. Our first
production run sold out immediately, and we’re now
working to catch up on a production backlog.”



Peter Smith

designer of the
Rocna anchor,
and CMP president
John Mitchell
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BUILDING ON LOGISTICS
While having the right product mix is clearly
important, so too is getting it all to market.
Complementing its existing facility in Delta, CMP
opened a new distribution hub in the eastern US
in August 2014. Intended to serve eastern North
America, the Virginia Beach, VA facility was
too much fun and making too much money. That
operational by October, providing faster delivery
comment absolutely peaked my interest, and we
times and reduced freight costs for clients in eastern
started looking seriously for an anchor line to bring
North America. The new facility represents an
into the fold.”
important investment for CMP, which counts the US
In researching potential candidates, Mitchell
as its single largest market.
repeatedly came across New Zealand-based Rocna
Luck would also seem to be on CMP’s side. As an
anchors. The company enjoyed considerable
oil-producing nation, Canada is feeling the effects
popularity with dedicated sailors, but was beginning
of a glut in the worldwide oil supply. The Canadian
to experience a public relations nightmare. Quality
dollar dipped to US 80¢ in recent weeks on falling
control concerns arose after reports suggested that
energy prices, creating a significant competitive
a number of Rocna anchors were produced using
advantage for Canadian manufacturers selling into
a weaker grade of steel than
the US. The timing couldn’t have
advertised, and peaked when
worked out better for CMP, with
US boating equipment retailer
I think most
many US buyers now ordering
West Marine issued a product
people recognise product for spring delivery and
specification notice in August
that if mistakes do
its new Virginia distribution hub
2011 advising customers they
happen, what really
positioned to deliver overnight.
could return Rocna product for a
matters is how you deal
Mitchell is happy to take
full refund. “I went to New Zealand
with it
advantage of a favourable
and met with the anchor’s designer,
exchange rate, but knows that
Peter Smith, and his son Craig,”
sustainable, long-term growth
says Mitchell. “I learned a lot about
only comes from constant
the brand and the people behind it, and the real
innovation and improvement. That’s especially true
story behind their public relations issues. With my
when a more immediate goal is to nearly double the
own background in metallurgy, I felt confident in the
company’s revenues over a three-year timetable.
product so we put a deal together. We took over the
“Growth in our marine business must be fuelled
manufacturing and got the product where it needed
by new products,” he says. “We have some new
to be. But then we had to get the word out that we
additional product launches coming that we’re
stood behind it 100%. I think most people recognise
excited about, and some new OEM business with a
that if mistakes do happen, what really matters is how
major supplier that is also going to help drive our
you deal with it. We stood behind the product firmly,
numbers. In our custom die-cast business we do a lot
and that did resonate with our distributors and with
of work outside of our anode products, producing
end users.”
components such as engine oil coolers, and that’s
That straight-up approach was exactly what
another important element of our growth strategy.”
customers wanted, and only 18 months later,
Whether CMP meets its aggressive revenue
Rocna’s global sales had tripled. Having turned
targets remains to be seen. But in view of how far
a potential PR disaster into a clear win, the path
the company has come through several years of down
was now open for CMP to grow its anchor business
markets, one has to believe that those goals may well
with the introduction of its new Vulcan anchor last
prove to have been conservative after all.
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